Tuck in for some pure story time magic with these two amazing dads! This rhyming read-aloud celebrates the power of imagination and champions the love that brings all kinds of families together.

Adventures with My Daddies

Set off on a series of fantastic adventures with a modern, book-loving family as the stories they read together burst into colorful life. Battle dragons, dodge deadly dinosaurs, zoom to the moon, and explore the world in a hot air balloon! Moving and magical, this heartfelt story introduces children to diverse families with a bouncy, rhyming text and winds down to a cozy bedtime end.
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My daddies are amazing.
They’re funny, kind, and smart.

And when they read me stories . . .

exciting journeys start.
Sometimes we battle dragons,
and find treasure in their cave.
Then hunt for deadly dinosaurs

on days we’re feeling brave!